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ABSTRACT

Based upon the Riemann-Roch theorem, we construct superconformal algebra of mero-
morphic vector fields with three poles and the relevant abelian differential of the third kind on super
Riemann sphere. The algebra includes two Ramond sectors as subalgebra, and implies a picture of
interaction of three supcrstrings.
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T"

It is well known that the Virasoro algebra and the super Virasoro algebra play very impor-
tant roles in conformal field theory, the string theory, the superconformal field theory and the super-
string theory [ I ]. A recent generalization of the Virasoro algebra was given by Krichcver-Novikov
[2] for higher genus Riemann surface, and its super extension. The applications in physics were
studied by many papers [3-10]. Another generalization of ihe Virasoro algebra for multi-poles on
Riemann surface was given by [11,12], the algebra of meromorphic vector fields with multi-poles
on Riemann surface has been constructed in the papers. In this paper, we will give the supersym-
metric version of the algebra. We will concentrate in the case of super version of the algebra of
meromorphic vector Melds with three poles on the Rtemann sphere which could play important roles
in the conformal field theory on higher genus Riemann surface in the sense of sewing procedure
[13]. We first recall some results from [II]. For the sake of convenience, we take a basis which is
slightly different from (but isomorphic to) the one given by [11 ]. Then we construct superconfor-
mal algebra of meromorphic vector Melds with three poles on super Riemann sphere. Finally we
discuss the abelian differential of the third kind with three poles on super Riemann sphere, and use
it to define the Euclidean time and its equal level loop on super Riemann sphere. The procedure of
asetof splitting or joining contours propagating from t = -co tot = +oo implies a picture of the
interaction of the three superstrings.

Let Pi (i = 1,2,3) denote three different points on Riemann sphere S1. Let D =
5T<_i iftiPi be a" arbitary divisor on sphere. It has a pole of order mi at ft if m* < 0, and a zero
point of order n^ at p, if tm > 0. Let H^Di be the space of meromorphic X differentials.

ff*D) = {^-differential rj<i)|(n<w) + D > 0}

According to Riemann-Roch theorem, we have

dimH^D) = dimH^Zo) + (1 - 2X) + degD

From (2), it follows that HfD) can exist non-trivally only if

degD = mi + rm + mi > —2X

(1)

(2)

(3)

For the sake of simplicity, we fix the three points as Zfp, > = 0, Z( ̂  > = 1, Z< p, > = oo. Then the
X-differential can be uniquely determined (up to multiplication by a constant) as

The local coordinates Z, surrounding P< are related in the overlap regions via

Zz \ — Z-j

In the case of \ = — 1, we get the meromorphic vector fields with three poles on sphere as

£ , - 2 - . - . . - . - . . = <-'>""U. - 1 ) " " ^ - " - " ^
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(4)

(5)

(6)
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and a basis is provided by the set of vectors

(7)

, and h\ are the generators of the algebra of the meromorphic vector fields, the algebraic relations

- m - n , m -
m - l

It—1

m+n-1

n-1

(8)

p-o k-o
w h e r e C£ = ^ m ) l •

We can give an abclian differentia! of the third kind w, which has the simple poles at

2 = 0 , Z = o o , Z = l , a s follows:

According to Krichever and Novikov[3], we can define the Euclidean time on sphere by means of

w

• Re |

(10)

(11)

and define a one-parameter family C of contours as follows:

CT = {P <E S2
 ,T{P) = T}

3

For T —» - c o the contours CT are small circles surrounding 2=0, T —» +oo the contours CT are
small circles surrounding Z = 1,2 = oo. This implies an interacting picture of closed strings .
Imagine a small circle surrounding pt be a closed string, then following the evolution of the circle
from T —* — oo to T —> +oo is equivalent to one closed suing splitting into two.

Now let us consider the superconformal case.

As the super version of Riemann Roch theorem has not been well understood, we will
use \ -- — I, and \ = — j differentials to construct the superconformal algebra of the meromorphic
vector fields with three poles on super Riemann sphere. According to Ciddings and Nelson[14],
super Riemann surface is a 111 complex supermanifold with a superconformal structure. And
the class of superconformal structures is the class of supercomplex structures in addition to the
requirement that the transition functions be analytic and satisfy extra condition

D,.Zfi (12)

where Za = fc.pi.Zp^p), $a = <j,ag{ Ze, 0S), D, = ^ +

In our case, we chose

1
= 02 = -j 0}

Z2 \ - Z-j

This gluing conditions obviously satisfy (12).

(13)

Using X = — 1 and X = — j differentials in addition lo the requirement (13), the super-
fields can be given as

(2 - m, -

P ' + (roi-2

(14)

(15)



(16)

2~m-n,™,n| andG|i_ f^ l r i , | can be decomposed into Lj,,, L\ andG\, G\ respectively:

+ (2 -«)<*, -1)-»J—]«,JL ; (m<0)
Of)

-'^'-'(•sr-aiinr) : ('<<»

£• i,, L^i. Gj, G\ are generators of the superconformal algebra of meromorphic vector fields with
three poles on super Riemann sphere. Using (16), we can get the following algebra relations:

C17)lLi
m,G'tl=(r-~n)O'mtT_l,

f-') (Z.X ; (r<0)

: (O<r<-S)

p-0

(r- jn)Gl2-r-^,,r1
n- l

1—1

t—i

(19)

: n< - r + 2)

(20)

n^(3-m-n,m,«-IJ - m t [ 3 - m — tt, Ul - 1, tl]
m-1

(-1)—-*-' (18)

t-n-l

n-l

p-0 t-o
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. . - 1

1 .
-jnK-irf—iC::llGl ; (r < 1)

. - n - 1

n-!

n + " - 2 " K - l

p-0 ,-n
•fGl '• ( r > n+2)

(21)

According to the paper [5], a ( f , 0) holomorphic superdifferential can be defined as

<Wti.0+dtP-1 nDih,,) (22)

where TJ = dz + flitffl.

So we define an abelian differential of the third kind with three poles (at z = 0 , 1 , oo)
on super Riemann sphere as *'

(23)

where /(, j is a holomorphic function.

We define the "Euclidean time" on super Riemann sphere as

f
T = Re / w

(24)

Let us give this time an explanation, if ^(T^) is a field defined on super Riemann sphere, then
il>(t,s,a) (where r = t + 0) satisfies the canonical equation

(25)at

where H is Hamiltonian, Q is supersymmetry charge.

We define a one-parameter family CT of contours as follows

(26)

For t —t —oo the contour CT is a small circle surrounding Z=0, t —> +oo the contours CT are
small circles surrounding Z=l, Z = oo. This implies an interacting picture of closed superstrings.
Imagine a small circle surrounding P, be a closed superstring, then the following evolution of the
circle from ( —» —oo to t - • +oo is equivalent to one closed superstring splitting into two closed
superstrings.

Above, we have extended the results [1J to one kind of super case, Ramond sector. Un-
fortunately, the Neveu-Schwarz sector has not been found, since il is very difficult to expand the
half integer binomial of NS sector. But it is clear that the background of our theory concerns with
ihe interaction of three closed superstrings, so it is very interesting to study the relations between
our algebra and the chiral algebra. The BRST cohomology and operator formalism of this algebra
is under investigation.
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